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Abstract—This study aims to explain young students’ intention 
to participate in programming-based making activities by 
examining the interrelations among cognitive characteristics 
(i.e., perceived usefulness, perceived ease of use) and affective 
characteristics (i.e., enjoyment) for both boys and girls. To this 
end, we build on complexity theory and configuration theory, 
present a conceptual model, and employ fuzzy-set Qualitative 
Comparative Analysis (fsQCA) on a sample of 105 young 
students, to identify the aforementioned interrelations. The 
findings indicate different combinations of the examined 
variables, and identify how the examined factors may have a 
different role for boys and girls. We take a step further the 
literature of programming-based making activities by 
employing a different methodology, one that has recently 
started to receive increasing attention.  

Keywords- programming; making; young students; computer 
science education; fsQCA 

I.  INTRODUCTION 
Participation in programming among young students has 

received increased attention recently [1], and there is a need 
to make programming more informal and approachable, in 
order to be a more natural activity [2]. The majority of the 
students use their computers daily for multiple activities, 
however most of them are not aware of what is 
programming, as well as its relation with critical thinking, 
creative problem solving and computational thinking. 

Young students create interactive stories games or 
animations by using visual programming tools (e.g., Scratch) 
in order to learn programming. In order to increase 
participation in programming among young students various 
attempts have been made to design joyful making activities 
[3], with specific focus given on female students [2]. The 
number of girls in programming is lower than that of boys, 
and recent reports suggest that fewer women intend to 
choose computing as a career compared to men [4], thus 
increasing the poor representation of females in the field. 
Studies in the area have also investigated the difference in 
the behavior of boys and girl [5, 6], as well as the reasons 
why girls are underrepresented in computing, and the 
findings indicate that it is not a matter of ability, instead 
further work is needed to identify factors that can help 
reducing gender differences in computing [2].  

Previous studies in the area of learning programming 
have examined various ways that may influence young 
students’ intention to participate in making activities [7]. 
Different factors have been identified as important when 
examining young students behaviour and attitude towards 
programming-based activities, including cognitive and 
affective characteristics such as confidence in their abilities, 
perceptions of ease of use, performance, enjoyment, and 
satisfaction [8, 9]. Surprisingly, only a few studies have 
focused on gender differences [7]. However, the majority of 
the studies in the area of programming focus on net effects 
among variables and employ variance-based approaches, 
which identify one single best solution, assuming that the 
relation among these variables is symmetrical. However, 
relations among variables are usually not fully symmetrical, 
instead a different relation between two variables may exist 
for different parts of a sample. Hence, more than one 
solutions may exist, explaining the outcome of interest, 
depending on how the examined variables combine with 
each other.  

In this study, we focus on cognitive (i.e., perceived 
usefulness and perceived ease of use) and affective (i.e., 
enjoyment) factors, and aim to understand how they can 
explain high intentions to participate in programming-based 
making activities, for both boys and girls. Thus, we build on 
complexity theory and configuration theory and employ the 
novel fuzzy-set Qualitative Comparative Analysis (fsQCA) 
[10] in order to identify multiple solutions of variables that 
explain high intention to participate in programming 
activities. FsQCA is appropriate for explaining the complex 
interrelations among variables, as their combinations and 
interdependencies lead to the desired outcome [11, 12], and 
is suitable because it offers valid responses in studies with 
small samples [11]. FsQCA has received increased attention 
in different areas, such as business management [13], 
learning analytics [14] and others, and we build and expand 
on their contributions.  

II. BACKGROUND AND CONCEPTUAL MODEL 
Related work in the area of programming-based making 

activities has identified young students’ positive attitude 
toward programming. Students’ may show positive attitude 
and increased motivation, when they work on projects with 
visual programming, highlighting factors such as fun and 
usefulness [15]. In addition, young students’ perception 



about cognitive characteristics, such as the easiness and 
usefulness of the activity, influence their intentions to 
participate in similar activities [16]. Affective characteristics, 
such as enjoyment and satisfaction, affect young students 
intention to participate in similar activities in the future [17, 
18]. Moreover, users’ attitudes and motivations of adopting 
technology-enhanced activities have been examined using 
the Unified Theory of Acceptance and Use of Technology 
(UTAUT) [18]. Previous studies show that when young 
students experience difficulties in programming, their 
excitement and enjoyment is reduced, but is increased when 
they successfully complete functional projects [19, 20],  

Complexity theory and configuration theory build on the 
notion of equifinality, based on which a specific outcome 
may be explained by different, equally effective set of 
conditions (i.e., combinations of factors) [21]. Cognitive and 
affective characteristics are important causal conditions, in 
order to be able to better understand and explain young 
students’ intention to participate in programming-based 
making activities in the future. These characteristics may 
combine with each other in different ways to explain 
students’ intentions. Furthermore, configuration theory 
builds on the principle of causal asymmetry, based on which 
the presence or the absence of a condition (i.e., factor) from 
the output, depends on how this condition combines with the 
other conditions that are examined, in order to explain the 
desired outcome [12]. For example, boys and girls may have 
different perceptions regarding cognitive and affective 
characteristics, even if they show the same levels of 
behavioral intentions to participate in programming or 
similar activities in the future. 

Even though programming is not a male activity, gender 
differences have been identified. Recent studies organized 
programming and designing activities for girls, indicating the 
importance of increasing happiness and decreasing anxiety 
during programming [16]. Similarly, a summer school was 
organized to reinforce high school girls’ preference to attend 
college and consider computing as a career [22]. Thus, when 
examining the role of cognitive and affective characteristics 
it is critical to differentiate between boys and girls, in order 
to better explain their behavioural intentions.  
The Venn diagram (Figure 1) illustrates the conceptual 
model of this study and presents three sets of constructs and 
their intersections. In detail, it shows the outcome of interest 
(dependent variable) and two sets of causal conditions to 
predict the outcome (independent variables). The outcome of 
interest is students’ intention to participate in programming-
based making activities in the future, and the two sets of 
causal conditions are cognitive characteristics (i.e., perceived 
usefulness, perceived ease of use) and affective 
characteristics (i.e., enjoyment). Their intersections represent 
factor configurations that are higher-level interactions. 
Specifically, the overlapped areas show areas where one 
factor may co-exist with the others. These possible 
combinations are able to explain a specific outcome, thus for 
example, all combinations explaining high intention to 
participate in programming-based making activities in the 
future are included within the outcome of interest area. 

 
Figure 1.  Venn diagram illustrating the conceptual model 

III. METHODOLOGY 

A. Participants and procedure 
Seven programming workshops took place during 

Autumn 2015, and students from four different schools 
participated. In total, 128 students attended, consisted of 60 
boys and 68 girls students. All workshops followed the same 
structure, having from 18 to 22 participants each. During the 
workshops, students interact with digital robots and then, 
create their own game using Scratch programming language. 
The goal was that students will successfully “give life” to the 
robots via programming and them develop a simple game 
(figure 2). 

 
Figure 2.  Students during the workshop (left), example of the digital 

robots used at the workshop 

B. Data collection and measures 
Across the seven workshops, a range of data was 

collected including surveys, photos and observations. For the 
purpose of this study we focused on the quantitative data. To 
collect the quantitative data, we conducted a post-survey 
based on questions adopted from similar studies in the 
literature. Students’ responded to the survey at the end of the 
workshop day. In summary, we collected 105 responses 
(53.3% boys and 46.7% girls). Each attitude (construct) 
consisted of 3-4 questions (items) and measured using a 7-



point Likert scale. Table I presents the constructs of this 
study along with their definition and source in the literature.  

TABLE I.  CONSTRUCT DEFINITION 

Construct Definition Source 
Cognitive characteristic 
Perceived 
Usefulness 

Represents the degree to which students 
believed that the programming-based 
making activity was useful for them 

[23] 

Perceived Ease 
of Use 

Represents the degree to which students 
believed that attending the programming-
based making activity was easy for them 

[24] 

Affective Characteristic 
Enjoyment Represents the degree to which students 

believed that the programming-based 
making activity was enjoyable for them 

[25] 

Behavior 
Intention to 
participate 

Which represent the degree to which 
students intent to participate in a similar 
activity in the future 

[24] 

C. Data Analysis 
The constructs of this study were evaluated in terms of 

their reliability and validity. Reliability testing, based on 
Composite Reliability and Cronbach alpha, showed 
acceptable indices of internal consistency in that all 
constructs exceeded the cut-off threshold of 0.70. For 
validity, the average variance extracted (AVE) should be 
higher than .50, and the correlations among the variables in 
the confirmatory model should not exceed .8 points, the 
latter because exceeding 0.8 suggests low discrimination. 
The square root of each factor’s AVE needs to be greater 
than its correlations with the other factors [26]. The AVEs 
for all constructs ranged between 0.55 and 0.80, all 
correlations were lower than 0.80, and the square root AVEs 
for all constructs were larger than their correlations. Next, 
we tested for multicollinearity [27] along with the potential 
common method bias by utilizing Harman’s single-factor test 
[28]. The variance inflation factor for each variable was 
under 3, suggesting multicollinearity is not an issue. Findings 
indicate an absence of common method bias as the first 
factor did not account for the majority of the variance and no 
single factor occurred from the factor analysis.  

D. FsQCA 
To address its objective this study employs fsQCA using 

fs/QCA 2.5 [29], which was developed through the 
integration of fuzzy sets and fuzzy logic principles with 
Qualitative Comparative Analysis (QCA) [30]. By using 
fsQCA researchers go beyond traditional regression based 
analyses, as they identify multiple pathways that explain the 
same outcome. These pathways or combinations include 
variables that are not identified by regression based analyses 
because they influence the outcome only for a small number 
of cases [12]. The aforementioned combinations create to 
multiple solutions, offered by fsQCA, and each variable (or 
condition) may be present or absent on a solution, or it may 
be on a “do not care” situation. The “do not care” situation 
indicates that the variable may either be present or absent 
and it does not play a role on a specific configuration [21].  

1) Data calibration 

The next step is to calibrate all factors into fuzzy sets 
with values ranging from 0 to 1 [10]. This procedure may be 
direct or indirect. In the direct, the researcher chooses three 
qualitative breakpoints, while in the indirect, the factors 
should be rescaled based on qualitative assessments. Either 
method may be chosen depending on data and the underlying 
theory [10]. The direct method of setting three values that 
correspond to full-set membership, full-set non-membership 
and intermediate-set membership is recommended [10].  

Data calibration here was done based on the direct 
method. Since our data is skewed to the right, choosing the 
three qualitative anchors for the calibration based on the 
survey scale (seven-point Likert scale) [13, 31] would not 
lead to meaningful results [32]. Thus, data calibration is done 
by using percentiles, that is the 80th percentile is the full-set 
membership, the 20th percentile is the full-set non-
membership, and the 50th percentile is the intermediate set 
membership. Next, the values of each variable are calibrated 
on a linear function to fit into the three aforementioned 
breakpoints.  

2) Truth table analysis 
Next, fsQCA produces a truth table of 2k rows, on which 

k represents the number of outcome predictors and each row 
represents every possible combination. The truth table should 
be sorted based on frequency and consistency (Ragin 2008). 
Frequency describes the number of observations for each 
possible combination, and consistency refers to “the degree 
to which cases correspond to the set-theoretic relationships 
expressed in a solution” [21]. A frequency threshold should 
be set to ensure that a minimum number of empirical 
observations is acquired for the assessment of the 
relationships. For samples larger than 150 cases the threshold 
should be set at 3, while for smaller samples the threshold 
may be set at 2 [10, 21], thus all observations with smaller 
frequency are removed from further analysis. Also, the 
threshold for consistency is set at .80, higher than the 
recommended threshold of 0.75 [33]. Observations above the 
consistency threshold are the ones that fully explain the 
outcome.   

IV. FINDINGS 
The findings from the fsQCA on the configurations for 

high intention to participate in a programming-based making 
activity in the future are presented in Table II. Every possible 
combination in the solution is able to explain the same 
outcome at a specific amount. In detail, the presence of a 
condition is depicted by black circles (●), while its absence 
by crossed-out circles (�) [21]. The blank spaces indicate a 
“do not care” situation, meaning that the causal condition 
may either be present or absent. Although, fsQCA identifies 
both core and peripheral elements here we include only core 
conditions since they are the ones that indicate strong causal 
relationship with the outcome, thus they present more 
interest. Table II also presents consistency values for every 
configuration as well as for the overall solution. All values 
are above the recommended threshold (>0.75). Consistency 
measures the degree to which a subset relationship has been 
approximated, while coverage assesses the empirical 



relevance of a consistent subset [33, 34]. The overall 
consistency is similar to the correlation. The overall solution 
coverage indicates the extent to which high intention to 
participate in a programming-based making activity may be 
determined from the existing configurations, and is 
comparable to the R-square value reported in traditional 
regression analyses. The overall solution coverage of .697 
indicates that a substantial amount of the outcome is 
explained by the four solutions. FsQCA estimates also the 
empirical relevance for every solution, by calculating raw 
and unique coverage. The raw coverage describes the 
amount of the outcome that is explained by a certain 
alternative solution, while the unique coverage describes the 
amount of the outcome that is exclusively explained by a 
certain alternative solution. The solutions presented in Table 
II explain a great number of users’ intention to participate in 
similar activities in the future, ranging from 11% to 47% 
cases associated with the outcome. 

TABLE II.  SOLUTIONS FOR HIGH INTENTION TO PARTICIPATE IN 
PROGRAMMING-BASED MAKING ACTIVITIES IN THE FUTURE 

Configuration 1 2 3 4 
Gender     
Boys � �  V 
Cognitive Characteristic     
Perceived Usefulness   � � 
Perceived Ease of Use V � � V 
Affective Characteristic     
Enjoyment � V � V 
     
Consistency .815 .774 .868 .782 
Raw Coverage .184 .195 .465 .108 
Unique Coverage .092 .082 .283 .051 
     
Solution consistency: .787 
Solution coverage: .697 

    

 
For high intention to participate in a similar activity in 

the future, the four solutions present different combinations 
for boys and girls, and also a combination on which the 
gender is not important, thus representing both boys and 
girls. In detail, for boys have high intentions, regardless of 
perceived usefulness, either (i) enjoyment should be present 
and perceived ease of use absent (Solution 1), or (ii) 
enjoyment to be absent and perceived ease of use present 
(Solution 2). Further, solution 3 explains the intentions for 
all students, on which both cognitive and affective 
characteristics need to be present (Solution 3). Finally, for 
girls intentions will be high, even when perceived ease of use 
and enjoyment are low, as long as perceived usefulness is 
high (Solution 4).  

V. DISCUSSION 
The present study proposes that in programming-based 

making activities, gender, cognitive and affective 
characteristics combine together to form configurations that 
explain students’ intention to participate in these activities. 
To this end, we propose a conceptual model in order to 
visualize these combinations and explain their 
interrelationships. The findings describe how boys and girls 

students may have high intentions to participate in 
programming activities depending on how useful and easy 
they find the activity, or if they enjoy it. This study employs 
fsQCA, a novel analysis methodology, and identifies 
multiple complex patterns, on which cognitive and affective 
characteristics may be present or absent, depending on how 
they combine with each other.  

Of particular interest in the findings is the role of 
perceived usefulness. In fact, perceived usefulness is present 
in 2 out of the 4 solutions (solutions 3-4) and when perceived 
usefulness is present high intention to participate in a 
programming-based making activity may be achieved even 
with the absence of all the other characteristics, when we 
have female students (solution 4). Interestingly, for boys 
(solutions 1-2) high intention to participate in a 
programming-based making activity may be achieved even 
with one of the perceived ease of use or enjoyment.  

The results revealed that cognitive characteristics (e.g., 
usefulness), affective characteristics (enjoyment) play indeed 
an important role on students’ intention to participate in a 
programming-based making activity may be achieved. The 
finding coincides with prior studies that adopted a TAM 
related approach (e.g., [16]. 

The majority of the studies in the area explain students’ 
behavior by examining main effects among the various 
factors that may influence behavior. However, these factors 
may coexist and their combinations may lead to the same 
outcome. For example, enjoyment will influence young 
students high intentions to participate in programming 
activities, either it is high or low, depending on how it 
combines with perceived usefulness ease of use, and gender. 
This study makes a step towards creating new theories in 
computer science education, by employing fsQCA with 
complexity theory and configuration theory based on 
individual-level data from young students, which has been 
proven appropriate for theory building [12, 13]. 

Future studies should include other variables that  affect 
the behavior of young students in programming-based 
making activities. Such factors, combined with 
demographics and experience may better predict behavior 
and direct researchers’ and practitioners’ focus. Also, future 
studies may examine a different outcome of interest, such as 
the actual time spent programming, and include more ways 
to measure students’ behavior, such as eye tracking 
techniques [35].  
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